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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0/RN be a smooth bounded domain and L be a second-order ellip-
tic differential operator on 0. Consider the semilinear parabolic equation
ut=Lu+ g(x, u, {u), t>0, x # 0
(1.1)
u(x, t)=0, t>0, x # 0.
Here g : (x, s, w) # 0 _R_RN [ g(x, s, w) # R is some nonlinearity.
For p1, the operator &L with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 0
defines a sectorial operator on X :=L p(0), for p1 with the corresponding
family X: of fractional power spaces. If p>N, then : can be chosen such
that X:/C1(0 ) and then solutions of (1.1) define a local semiflow on X:.
It is well known that for N=1 the dynamics of (1.1) is fairly simple, as
all bounded solutions are convergent.
If N>1 the situation changes drastically: it has recently been proved
that the dynamics of (1.1) can be very complicated, in fact even ‘arbitrary’.
A first result of this kind was given by Pola c ik in [10]. More specifically,
he proved that every finite jet of a vector field on Rn can be imbedded
(realized) on the center manifold of (1.1) with appropriate nonlinearity g
provided the kernel of the operator L (with Dirichlet boundary conditions
on 0) has dimension n and the corresponding eigenfunctions satisfy a
certain nondegeneracy assumption, which we call Pola c ik condition. In this
case n=N or n=N+1 and Pola c ik also gave examples of operators
satisfying this condition, both with n=N (and 0 being the unit ball) and
n=N+1 (with 0 being smooth and smoothly diffeomorphic to the unit
ball). In [19] the second author showed that under the Pola c ik condition
actually all sufficiently smooth and sufficiently small vector fields v on Rn
can be realized on the center manifold of (1.1) with appropriate non-
linearity g. The method of proof used in [19] (the NashMoser implicit
mapping theorem) leads to a typical loss of derivatives: g is less smooth
that v. In [16] Pola c ik and the second author proved that if L has analytic
coefficients and Pola c ik condition holds then a vector field realization
result holds without loss of derivatives (see the discussion in section 4).
They also showed that there are real analytic functions a on RN such that
the operator Lu=2u+a(x)u satisfies the Pola c ik condition on a ball of
RN with n=N+1. In [14] it was shown that every finite jet of a vector
field on Rn can be realized on the center manifold of (1.1) with appropriate
polynomial nonlinearity g and an appropriate two-dimensional domain
(close to a square). This result is improved in [18] where it is shown that
the polynomial g can have prescribed (e.g. linear) dependence on {u. For
more realization results see the Reference section.
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All of the above realization results are valid only on very particular
domains, diffeomophic to a ball or close to a square. The natural question
therefore arises if one can obtain such realization results on arbitrary (suf-
ficiently regular) domains.
The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer to this ques-
tion for the vector field realization problem. In particular, we will show
that the result from [16] is valid on arbitrary bounded domains 0 of class
C2, #, 0<#<1. This is proved by showing that for every such 0 there is a
polynomial function a on RN such that the operator Lu=2u+a(x)u
satisfies the Pola c ik condition on 0 with n=N+1.
In order to obtain this latter result we establish two results (Theorem 2.5
and Theorem 3.4) of independent interest:
Theorem 2.5 solves an abstract inverse eigenvalue problem: given a self-
adjoint operator A on a Hilbert space H and a finite number *l+1
*l+2 } } } *l+ p of eigenvalues of A whose eigenvectors satisfy a certain
hypothesis there is a constant :0>0, which does not depend on the
operator A but only on the geometry of the spectrum of A, such that
arbitrary tuples +1 , ..., +p lying in the :0-neighborhood of *l+1 , ..., *l+ p can
be realized as eigenvalues of a suitable perturbed operator A+B.
The second result, Theorem 3.4, shows that if D is a subdomain of 0 and
the functions ck(x) satisfy certain assumptions then the eigenvalues of the
operators Lu+ck(x)u on 0 converge to the corresponding eigenvalues of
L on the smaller domain D. We also obtain H1-convergence of the corre-
sponding eigenfunctions.
Let us briefly sketch how these results imply, for an arbitrary 0, the
existence of an operator satisfying Pola c ik condition on 0 (details are
given in section 4): let D be a ball contained in 0. From [16] we have the
existence of a function a(x) such that Lu=2u+a(x)u satisfies the Pola c ik
condition on D with n=N+1. By Theorem 3.4 we obtain functions ck(x)
and eigenvalues *kl+1*
k
l+2 } } } *
k
l+p with p=N+1 of Lk u=2u+a(x)u
+ck(x)u on 0 with |*kl+ j |<:0 , j=1, ..., p. One can now verify the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 and so this theorem shows that we may assume
(perturbing ck if necessary) that *kl+ j=0, j=1, ..., p. This implies that the
kernel of the operator Lu=2u+a(x)u+ck(x)u on 0 has dimension N+1.
Using the H1-convergence of eigenfunctions one can also show that for k
large the eigenfunctions forming the basis of the kernel of Lk satisfy Pola c ik
condition on 0. This completes the proof.
Theorems 2.5 and 3.4 can also be used to establish the jet realization
results of [14] and [18] (as well as some other realization results) on
arbitrary domains. This will appear elsewhere.
In the sequel, we use the following notation: R are the real numbers, R+
the positive reals, C the complex numbers and K denotes both R and C.
Most norms will be denoted by single bars: | } |, with indices or without.
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This will not lead to confusion. If X is a normed space and r>0, then Br(c)
denotes the open ball in X of radius r centered at c. Moreover, Br :=Br(0).
Given normed spaces X and Y over the same field K, we denote by
L(X, Y ) (resp. by L p(X p, Y )) the space of all bounded K-linear (resp.
K-p-linear) operators from X (resp. from X p) to Y, endowed with the
operator norm. Given a Hilbert space H over K, Lsym(H, H ) is the (closed)
R-linear subspace of L(H, H ) consisting of all symmetric operators.
By Sp we denote the (finite dimensional) space of all real symmetric
p_p-matrices, endowed with an arbitrary norm. The spectrum of A is
denoted by spec A.
2. PERTURBATION OF EIGENVALUES OF
SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS
In this section we will consider perturbations of a finite number *l+1
*l+2...*l+ p of eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator A on a Hilbert
space. We shall prove in Theorem 2.5 below that if the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to these eigenvalues satisfy a certain nondegeneracy assumption
(part (4) of Definition 2.4 below) then for some :0>0 all tuples +1 , ..., +p
lying in the :0-neighborhood of *l+1 , ..., *l+ p can be realized as eigen-
values of a suitable perturbed operator A+B, B symmetric and bounded.
It is an essential part of this result that the constant :0 does not depend on
the operator A but only on a bound for *l+ p&*l+1 , on the gap between
*l+1 , ..., *l+ p and the rest of the spectrum of A and on the constant con-
tained in the above mentioned nondegeneracy assumption.
Theorem 2.5 solves a general, abstract inverse problem. Together with a
convergence result established in the next section it will enable us to prove
that arbitrary vector fields can be realized in parabolic equations on
arbitrary spatial domains.
We begin by stating the following general result, which is essentially a
version of the surjective mapping theorem with all constants made explicit.
Theorem 2.1 (cf. Theorem 15.5 in [4]). Suppose X is a Banach space,
Y is a normed space and :, %, \ are numbers satisfying :, %>0 and 0<\<1.
Let c # X and f : B:(c)/X  Y and S # L(X, Y ) be such that and
S(B1)#B% (2.1)
and
| f (b)& f (a)&S(b&a)|\% |b&a| , for all a, b # B:(c). (2.2)
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Under these assumptions,
f (B:(c))#B%(1&\): ( f (c)).
Proof. This result is essentially equivalent to Theorem 15.5 in [4] and
its proof, although the present version appears to be more transparent and
useful for our applications. For the readers’ convenience, we give the
(short) proof here. We may assume that c=0 and f (c)=0. Property (2.1)
implies that for every ;>0,
S(B%&1;)#B; . (2.3)
Let y # B%(1&\): be arbitrary. Choose $ with
| y|<$<%(1&\):.
We claim that there is a sequence (xk)k # N0 such that x0=0 and
|xk |<%&1\k&1$,
(2.4)
Sxk= y& f (x1+ } } } +xk&1), for k # N
(here, x1+ } } } +x0 :=0). In fact, set x0=0. By (2.3) there is an x1 # X
with |x1 |<%&1$ and Sx1= y. Thus x1 satisfies (2.4) with k=1. Suppose
that n1 and xk , 1kn are chosen so that (2.4) is satisfied for
1kn. Then
|x1+ } } } +xn ||x1 |+ } } } +|xn |%&1(1&\)&1 $<:
so f (x1+ } } } +xn) is defined. Moreover, using (2.2) we have
| y& f (x1+ } } } +xn)|=| y& f (x1+ } } } +xn&1)
+ f (x1+ } } } +xn&1)& f (x1+ } } } +xn)|
| f (x1+ } } } +xn)& f (x1+ } } } +xn&1)&Sxn |
\% |xn|<\n$.
Hence, by (2.3), there is an xn+1 # X with |xn+1 |<%&1\n$ with Sxn+1=
y& f (x1+ } } } +xn). Thus (2.4) is satisfied with k=n+1. We conclude
that there exists a sequence (xk)k # N0 with the desired properties. These
properties and the completeness of the norm on X imply, on the one hand,
that the series k=1 xk is absolutely convergent and so it has a limit x # X,
and, on the other hand, that |x|<: and f (x)= y. This completes the
proof. K
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose X is a Banach space, Y is a normed space and
%, \ are numbers satisfying %>0 and 0<\<1. Let S and T # L(X, Y ) be
such that and
S(B1)#B%
and
|T&S|\%.
Then
T(B1)#B%(1&\)
Proof. Just apply the preceding theorem with :=1 and f =T |B1. K
Definition 2.3. We say that the pair (H, A) is K-admissible if and only
if the following properties hold:
(1) H is a infinite dimensional Hilbert space over K.
(2) A : domA  H is K-linear, symmetric, bounded below and such
that for some + # R the operator (+&A)&1 # L(H, H ) exists and is
compact.
Note that (H, A) is K-admissible if and only if H is a infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert space over K and A : dom A  H is K-linear, self-adjoint,
bounded below and with compact resolvent.
If (H, A) is K-admissible then it follows that the spectrum of A is a count-
able set of real eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. This set is bounded below.
We can therefore uniquely define a nondecreasing sequence (*n)n # N which
contains exactly the eigenvalues of A, each one repeated according to its
multiplicity. We call (*n)n # N the repeated sequence of eigenvalues of A.
A pair (H, A) is R-admissible if and only if (HC , AC) is C-admissible where
HC is the complexification of H and AC is the complexification of A.
Moreover, in this case the spectra of A and AC coincide and the real multi-
plicity of an eigenvalue * of A is equal to the complex multiplicity of * as
an eigenvalue of AC .
Definition 2.4. We say that the triple (H, G, A) is of type [ p, M, ’, %]
if and only if the following properties hold:
(1) the pair (H, A) is R-admissible and G is a closed linear subspace
of Lsym(H, H ).
(2) p is a positive integer, M, ’ and % are positive reals.
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(3) Let (*n)n # N be the repeated sequence of the eigenvalues of A.
There exist real numbers #1 and #2 and l # N0 such that, setting *0=&,
0<#2&#1<M,
*l<#1&4’<#1<*l+1*l+ p<#2<#2+4’<*l+ p+1.
(4) There exists an H-orthonormal set of vectors ,j , j=1, ..., p, in
dom A such that A,j=*l+ j,j , j=1, ..., p, and such that the operator
T : G  Sp
B [ ((B,i , ,j) ) ij
is such that
T(B1)#B% ,
i.e., the image of the unit ball (at zero) in G contains the %-ball (at zero)
in Sp .
We can now state the main result of this section:
Theorem 2.5. For every ( p, M, ’, %) # N_R+_R+_R+ there exists a
positive number :0=:0( p, M, ’, %) with the following property:
whenever the triple (H, G, A) is of type [ p, M, ’, %], l, #1 and #2 are as
in Definition 2.4 (with respect to the triple (H, G, A)), 0<::0 and
(+1 , ..., +p) # R p is nondecreasing with |+j&*l+ j |<: for j=1, ..., p, and if D
is an arbitrary linear dense subspace of G, then there exists a B # D with
|B|<(12) %:, such the pair (H, A+B) is admissible and if (*n(B))n # N
denotes the repeated sequence of eigenvalues of A+B and *0(B) :=&,
then
*l (B)<#1&3’<#1&’<*l+1(B)*l+ p(B)<#2+’<#2+3’<*l+ p+1(B)
(2.5)
and
*l+ j (B)=+j , j=1, ..., p.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. We
shall first state without proof some standard results from the perturbation
theory of linear operators, referring the reader to [9] for general informa-
tion on the subject.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be Banach space over K and A : dom A/X  X be
K-linear and closed. Suppose ‘ # K is in the resolvent set of A and K is a real
number with |(‘&A)&1|K.
Then for every B # L(X, X ) the following statements hold:
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(1) The map A+B : dom A  X is closed;
(2) If |B|=|B|L(X, X )<1K then the number ‘ is in the resolvent set
of A+B and
(‘&A&B)&1= :

n=0
((‘&A)&1 B))n (‘&A)&1 (2.6)
with the above series converging in L(X, X ) and
|(‘&A&B)&1|K(B) :=K(1&K|B| ). (2.7)
(3) Finally,
(A+B)(‘&A&B)&1=‘(‘&A&B)&1&idX . (2.8)
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a complex Banach space and A : dom A/X  X
be C-linear and closed. Let 1 be a simple counterclockwise oriented closed
curve in C, parametrized by some piecewise C1-function # : [0, 1]  C.
Suppose 1 is disjoint from the spectrum of A and K is a real number with
|(‘&A)&1|K for all ‘ lying on 1.
Then:
(1) for every B # L(X, X ) with norm |B|<1K the function
‘ [ (‘&A&B)&1 from 1 to L(X, X ) is continuous and the map
P(B) # L(X, X ) defined by
P(B)=
1
2?i |1 (‘&A&B)
&1 d‘
is a well-defined projection operator. Morever, P(B) maps X into dom A and
(A+B) P(B)=
1
2?i |1 ‘(‘&A&B)
&1 d‘. (2.9)
(2) For every B1 # L(X, X ) with operator norm |B1 |<1K(B) the
following power series representations hold (with L(X, X )-convergent
series):
P(B+B1)= :

n=0
1
2?i |1 ((‘&A&B)
&1 B1))n (‘&A&B)&1 d‘ (2.10)
(A+B+B1) P(B+B1)
= :

n=0
1
2?i |1 ‘((‘&A&B)
&1 B1))n (‘&A&B)&1 d‘. (2.11)
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(3) The maps Fk : B1K/L(X, X )  L(X, X ), k=1, 2, given by
F1(B)=P(B)
F2(B)=(A+B)P(B)
are (complex) analytic. The (complex) dimension of the range of P(B) equals
the (complex) dimension of the range of P(0). For every number M1 with
(12?) max[ sup
t # [0, 1]
|#(t)|, sup
t # [0, 1]
|#(t)| |#$(t)| ]M1 ,
for every B # B1K and every nonnegative integer n:
|DnFk(B)|M1n!(K(1&K|B| ))n+1, k=1, 2. (2.12)
Finally, for every B # B1K and B1 # L(X, X )
DF1(B)B1=
1
2?i |1 (‘&A&B)
&1 B1(‘&A&B)&1 d‘ (2.13)
and
DF2(B)B1=(A+B)(DF1(B)B1)+B1F1(B). (2.14)
Given a K-admissible pair (H, A) and S/R we denote by mK(A, S) the
total multiplicity of all the eigenvalues of A lying in S.
Lemma 2.8. Let (H, A) be K-admissible and B # L(H, H ) be symmetric.
Then:
(1) If ‘ # K and ‘  spec A then
|(‘&A)&1|=1dist(‘, spec A).
(2) The pair (H, A+B) is K-admissible.
(3) If a, b # R and $>0 are such that a<b, dist(a, spec A)$,
dist(b, spec A)$ and |B|<$ then a, b  spec A+B and
mK(A+B, [a, b])=mK(A, [a, b]).
(4) If b # R and $>0 are such that dist(b, spec A)$ and |B|<$
then b  spec A and
mK(A+B, ]&, b])=mK(A, ]&, b]).
Lemma 2.9. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7. In addition, suppose
that X is a (complex) Hilbert space (( } , } ) denoting the corresponding inner
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product), A is symmetric and , (resp. ) is an eigenvector corresponding to
an eigenvalue * (resp. +) of A lying inside of 1.
Then for every B1 # L(X, X )
( (DF1(0)B1),, )=0.
Proof. From (2.13) and the symmetry of A we obtain
( (DF1(0)B1),, )=
1
2?i |1 (B1(‘&A)
&1,, (‘ &A)&1) d‘.
Since
(‘&A)&1 ,=(‘&*)&1 ,
and
(‘ &A)&1=(‘ &+)&1 
it follows (assuming, w.l.o.g. that the inner product in H is linear in the first
argument) that
( (DF1(0)B1),, ) =
1
2?i |1 (‘&*)
&1 (‘&+)&1 d‘ } (B1 ,, ).
Using our hypothesis and the Residue theorem we easily obtain that
1
2?i |1 (‘&*)
&1 (‘&+)&1 d‘=0.
This completes the proof. K
Let us note the following obvious consequence of the higher order chain
rule for composite mappings:
Lemma 2.10. Assume that X, Y and Z are normed spaces, n # N,
f : dom f /X  Y is n-times differentiable at a, g : dom g/Y  Z is n-times
differentiable at b= f (a), K # R+ ,
sup
1kn
|Dkf (a)|K and sup
1kn
|Dkg(b)|K
then
sup
1kn
|Dk(g b f )(a)|C(n, K )
for some constant C(n, K ) depending only on n and K.
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Lemma 2.11. Let (H, ( } , } ) ) be a Hilbert space over K. For every
positive integer p let
Up=[ (x1 , ..., xp) # H p | x1 , ..., xp are K&linearly independent ].
Define the GramSchmidt operators
Qp : Up  H p
as
Q1(x1)=x1 |x1 |, x1 # U1=H"[0]
Qp+1(x1 , ..., xp+1)=( y1 , ..., yp , yp+1), (x1 , ..., xp+1) # Up+1
where
( y1 , ..., yp)=Qp(x1 , ..., xp)
yp+1=\xp+1& :
p
k=1
(xp+1 , yk) yk+<}xp+1& :
p
k=1
(xp+1 , yk)yk } .
Then for every p the following statements hold
(1) The set Up is open in H p. (Up is empty for p larger than the dimen-
sion of H.)
(2) The map Qp : Up  H p is well-defined. Let Qp, r : Up  H, r=1,...,
p, be the r-th component of Qp . The vectors Qp, r(x1 , ..., xp), r=1, ..., p,
are orthonormal. There are uniquely determined functions ap, rm : Up  K,
r=1, ..., p, m=1, ..., r, such that
Qp, r(x1 , ..., xp)= :
r
m=1
ap, rm(x1 , ..., xp)xm .
The functions ap, rm (and so Qp, r) depend only on the first r vectors
(x1 , ..., xr). Both Qp and all the functions ap, rm are real analytic on Up .
Furthermore, there are constants =( p) and C( p, n) such that for every n # N0 ,
every orthonormal p-tuple (e1 , ..., ep) # Up and every (x1 , ..., xp) # H p such
that |xk&ek |<=( p) for k=1, ..., p it follows that (x1 , ..., xp) # Up and
|DnQp(x1 , ..., xp)|C( p, n),
|Dnap, rm(x1 , ..., xp)|C( p, n), r=1, ..., p, m=1, ..., r.
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Proof. The proof of the lemma (by induction on p) is left to the reader.
The importance of the lemma lies in the (uniform) estimates on the
derivatives of Qp and ap, rm . K
Lemma 2.12. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7. Moreover, assume
that X is a (complex) Hilbert space. Set
c( p, M1 , K )=min[1(2K ), =( p)(4M1K2)&1].
Let (,1 , ..., ,p) be an orthonormal p-tuple in X such that
P(0),j=,j , j=1, ..., p.
Define the maps :j : Bc( p, M1, K )/L(X, X )  X, ;j : Bc( p, M1, K )/
L(X, X )  X, j=1,..., p, as
:j (B)=Qp, j (P(B),1 , ..., P(B),p)
and
;j (B)=(A+B) Qp, j (P(B) ,1 , ..., P(B),p)=(A+B) :j (B).
Moreover, define the map g : Bc( p, M1, K )/L(X, X )  C( p) as
gjk(B)=(;j(B), :k(B)) , j, k=1, ..., p.
Then:
(1) :j , ;j and g are well-defined real analytic maps.
|Dn:j (B)|C( p, n, M1 , K ), |Dn;j (B)|C( p, n, M1 , K ) and
(2.15)
|Dng(B)|C( p, n, M1 , K ), B # Bc(p,M1,K) , n # N
for some constants C=C( p, n, M1 , K ) depending only on ( p, n, M1 , K ).
Furthermore,
| g(B1)& g(B2)&Dg(0)(B1&B2)|
C( p, 2, M1 , K ) max[ |B1 |, |B2 |]|B1&B2 |,
B1 , B2 # Bc(p,M1,K) (2.16)
and
D;j (B)B1=B1:j (B)+(A+B)(D:j (B)B1),
B # Bc(p,M1,K) , B1 # L(X, X). (2.17)
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(2) If, in addition, A is symmetric and there are numbers *k , k=1, ..., p
inside of 1 such that
A,k=*k ,k , k=1, ..., p
then
(D:j (0)B1 , ,k) =0, B1 # L(X,X), k=1, ..., p (2.18)
and
Dgjk(0)B1=(B1,j , ,k) , B1 # L(X,X), j, k=1, ..., p (2.19)
Proof. If |B|<c( p, M1 , K ) then by Lemma 2.7, and the mean-value
theorem
|P(B),j&,j |=|(F1(B)&F1(0)),j |
 sup
{ # [0, 1]
|DF1({B)| |B|
M1(K(1&K |B| ))2 |B|<4M1K2 |B|=( p).
Therefore, by Lemma 2.11, :j (B) and ;j (B) are defined and
:j (B)= :
j
m=1
ap, jm(P(B) ,1 , ..., P(B),p) F1(B),m
and
;j (B)= :
j
m=1
ap, jm(P(B) ,1 , ..., P(B),p) F2(B),m .
These formulas together with Lemmas 2.7 and 2.11 prove part (1) of the
present lemma. In particular, (2.16) follows from the third estimate in
(2.15) by twice applying the mean-value theorem to the map g. Moreover,
(2.17) follows from (2.14).
Let us now prove (2.18) by induction on j, j=1,..., p. Suppose that
1 jp and (2.18) (with j replaced by m) holds for all m j&1. Let ; be
the map
; : x # H"[0] [ 1|x|=((x, x) )&12.
Then
:j (B)=(; b !)(B) } !(B),
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where
!(B) :=F1(B),j& :
j&1
m=1
(F1(B),j , :m(B)) :m(B).
(Here, as usual 0k=1 ak=0.) It is clear that !(0)=,j so, by a
straightforward calculation,
(D:j (0)B1 , ,k) =;(!(0))(D!(0)B1 , ,k) +D(; b !)(0) B1(!(0), ,k)
=(D!(0)B1 , ,k) +$jkD(; b !)(0)B1
=(D!(0)B1 , ,k) &$jk Re(D!(0)B1 , ,j) . (2.20)
The definition of ! implies that
D!(0)B1=DF1(0) B1,j& :
j&1
m=1
(((DF1(0) B1,j , :m(0))
+(F1(0),j , D:m(0)B1) ) :m(0)
+(F1(0),j , :m(0)) D:m(0)B1 ).
Now
(DF1(0) B1,j , :m(0))=(DF1(0) B1,j , ,m) =0
by Lemma 2.9,
(F1(0),j , D:m(0)B1)=(,j , D:m(0)B1) =0
by the induction hypothesis, and
(F1(0),j , :m(0)) =(,j , ,m) =0
by orthonormality.
Consequently,
D!(0)B1=DF1(0) B1,j
so
(D!(0)B1 , ,k)=(DF1(0) B1,j , ,k) =0
by Lemma 2.9. Therefore, by (2.20)
(D:j (0)B1 , ,k) =0.
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This proves (2.18). Using our hypotheses on A, (2.17) and (2.18) we now
easily obtain (2.19). The proof is complete. K
Lemma 2.13. Let H be a Hilbert space, Y a normed space of finite
dimension q, T # L(H, Y) and %, $ be arbitrary positive numbers with $<%.
Suppose that
T(B1)#B% .
Then for every linear dense subspace D of H there is q-dimensional linear
subspace Dq of D such that
T(B1 & Dq)#B%&$ .
Proof. Let X be the orthogonal complement of the kernel of T. Since
orthogonal projections have norm 1, it follows that
T(B1 & X )#B% .
Letting L denote the inverse of T |X we see that L # L(Y, H ) and
|L|L(Y, H )1%<1(%&$). (2.21)
Let xk , k=1, ..., q, be a basis of X and set yk=Txk , k=1, ..., q. Then yk ,
k=1, ..., q, is a basis of Y. There are sequences (xkn)n # N in D, k=1, ..., q,
such that
xkn  xk , k=1, ..., q.
Setting ykn=Txkn , n # N, k=1, ..., q, we see that
ykn  yk , k=1, ..., q.
Hence for all n large enough, the vectors xkn , k=1, ..., q, are linearly inde-
pendent in H and the vectors ykn , k=1, ..., q, are a basis of Y. Thus there
are uniquely determined scalars blkn , n # N, k, l=1, ..., q, such that
yk= :
q
l=1
blkn yln , k=1, ..., q.
The sequence of matrices (blkn) lk converges to the identity matrix since its
inverse obviously does. Define Xn to be the subspace of H spanned by xkn ,
k=1, ..., q. Then T | Xn has an inverse Ln given by
Ln( ykn)=xkn , k=1, ..., q.
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Then Ln # L(Y, H) and
Ln yk= :
q
l=1
blknLyln= :
q
l=1
bnlkxln  xk=Lyk , as n  .
for k=1, ..., q. Thus |Ln&L|  0 so by (2.21)
|Ln |<1(%&$) for n large enough.
Choosing such a n and defining Dq=Xn we conclude the proof. K
We can finally give a
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Assume the triple (H, G, A) is of type
[ p, M, ’, %]. Let (HC , ( } , } )C) be the complexification of (H, ( } , } ) ). We
use the symbol ( } , } ) to denote both the inner product in H and its exten-
sion to HC . Let l # N0 , #1 and #2 be as in the Definition 2.4 with respect to
the triple (H, G, A). Suppose |B|<’. Applying Lemma 2.8, part (4) with
b=#1&3’ and b=#1+3’ respectively, we obtain that
*l (B)<#1&3’ and #1+3’<*l+ p+1(B).
Applying part (3) of this lemma with a=#1&’ and b=#1+’ we see that
mR(A+B, ]#1&’, #1+’[)=mR(A+B, [#1&’, #1+’])= p.
This immediately implies that (2.5) holds for all B with |B|<’. Assume
first that
#1&2’=0. (2.22)
Let 1 be the rectangle with the vertices \i2’ and #2+2’\i2’. Noting that
#2+2’=#2&#1+4’
we easily see that there is a constant M1(M, ’) depending only on (M, ’)
and a parametrization # of 1 such that
(12?) max[ sup
t # [0, 1]
|#(t)|, sup
t # [0, 1]
|#(t)| |#$(t)| ]M1(M, ’).
Using the notation of Lemma 2.12 define
:0( p, M, ’, %)=min[ c( p, 2, M1 , K ), %(4C( p, 2, M1 , K ) ]
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with M1=M1(M, ’), K=2’. Then using Lemma 2.8 part (1) we see that
all hypotheses of Lemma 2.12 hold. For 0<::0( p, M, ’, %) define the
map f : B:/G  Sp by
f (B)= g(BC)
where g is as in Lemma 2.12 and BC is the complexification of B. To show
that f is well-defined we must prove that gjk # R for all j, k=1, ..., p. Now
the curve 1 is symmetric with respect to the real axis, so for every , # H
it follows that P(BC), # H. Therefore by Lemma 2.11
:j (BC)=Qp, j (P(BC) ,1 , ..., P(BC),p) # H
and so
;j (BC)=(AC+BC) Qp, j (P(BC) ,1 , ..., P(BC),p)
=(A+B) Qp, j (P(BC) ,1 , ..., P(BC),p) # H.
Since H is a real Hilbert space it therefore follows that
gjk(B)=(;j (B), :k(B)) # R, j, k=1, ..., p.
Therefore, indeed, f (B) # Sp and so f is well defined as a map into Sp . We
also have, in view of (2.19), that
T(B)=Dg(0)BC , B # G
where T is as in Definition 2.4 with respect to the triple (H, G, A). More-
over, given any linear dense subspace D of G we obtain, in view of
Lemma 2.13, a finite dimensional linear subspace D of D such that
T(B1 & D )#B%2 .
Finally, we have for B1 , B2 # B:/G,
| f (B1)& f (B2)&T(B1&B2)|
=| g(B1 C)& g(B2 C)&Dg(0)(B1 C&B2 C)|
C( p, 2, M1 , K ) max[ |B1 C |, |B2 C |] |B1 C&B2 C |
=C( p, 2, M1 , K ) max[ |B1 |, |B2 |] |B1&B2 |
(12)(%2) |B1&B2 |.
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Now an application of Theorem 2.1 implies that whenever (+1 , ..., +p) # R p
is nondecreasing and such that |+j&*l+ j |<: for j=1, ..., p, then there
exists a B # D /D with |B|<(12)%: such that
f (B)=diag(+1 , ..., +p).
Since
(:j (BC), :k(BC))=$jk , j, k=1, ..., p,
it follows that
fjk(B)=+j(:j (BC), :k(BC)) , j, k=1, ..., p,
i.e.
( (A+B) :j (BC)&+j:j (BC), :k(BC)) =0, j, k=1, ..., p.
Since the the vectors :j (BC), j=1, ..., p, are a basis of the range of P(BC)
and this range is mapped by AC+BC into itself it follows that
(A+B) :j (BC)=+j:j (BC), j=1, ..., p.
Since :’, the inequalities (2.5) (proved above) imply that
*l+ j (B)=+j , j=1, ..., p.
Therefore the theorem is proved if #1&2’=0. In the general case replace
the operator A by the operator A&(#1&2’) and apply the special case of
the theorem just proved. The proof is complete. K
3. AN EIGENVALUE CONVERGENCE RESULT
Let 0 and D be bounded domains in RN with D /0. Consider a second
order elliptic differential operator L on 0. Define the following sequence of
differential operators on 0:
Lku=Lu+;kbk(x)u, x # 0
u(x)=0, x # 0.
Here, L is a second order elliptic differential operator, ;k , k # N, are
positive real numbers and bk , k # N, are (coefficient) functions. We shall
prove in Theorem 3.4 that under appropriate hypotheses on ;k and bk the
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eigenvalues of Lk converge, as k  , to the eigenvalues of the following
‘limit’ differential operator L on D:
Lu=Lu, x # D
u(x)=0, x # D.
We also obtain H1 convergence of the corresponding eigenfunctions. Our
hypotheses are, essentially, that ;kbk(x) is very small on D but very large
outside of D. In this paper we are only interested in the Dirichlet boundary
value case but we should notice that Theorem 3.4 also holds for Neumann
and mixed boundary conditions on 0, provided the corresponding
operators are self-adjoint. It is therefore more convenient to work not with
differential operators but rather with the corresponding bilinear forms or
even with certain abstract bilinear forms as we shall now explain.
In this section, all vector spaces are over the reals.
Definition 3.1. Let V be a vector space and a : V_V  R be a sym-
metric bilinear form on V. If * # R, u # V"[0] satisfy
a(u, v)=*(u, v) for all v # V
then we say that * is a proper value of a and u is a proper vector of a,
corresponding to *. The dimension of the span of all proper vectors of a
corresponding to * is called the multiplicity of *. If the set of proper values
of a is countably infinite and if each proper value has finite multiplicity
then the repeated sequence of the proper values of a is the uniquely deter-
mined nondecreasing sequence (*n)n # N which contains exactly the proper
values of a and the number of occurrences of each proper value in this
sequence is equal to its multiplicity.
The following result is well known and is stated here for easy reference.
Proposition 3.2. Let V, H be two infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Suppose V/H with compact inclusion, and V is dense in H. Let & }& and | } |
denote the norms of V and H respectively, and ( } , } ) denote the inner
product of H. Let a : V_V  R be a symmetric bilinear form on V. Assume
that there are constants d, C, : # R, :>0, such that, for all u, v # V,
|a(u, v)|C &u& &v&
a(u, u): &u&2&d |u| 2.
Then the set of proper values of a is countably infinite and each proper value
has finite multiplicity. Let (*n)n # N be the repeated sequence of the proper
values of a.
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(1) There exists an H-orthogonal sequence (un)n # N of corresponding
proper vectors.
(2) Whenever (un)n # N is an H-orthogonal sequence such that for every
n # N, un is a proper vector of a corresponding to *n , then (un)n # N is H-com-
plete and for every k # N:
*k=a(uk , uk)|uk | 2
=min[a(u, u)|u| 2 | u # V"[0], (u, uj)=0, j=1, ..., k&1].
(3) Whenever (+n)n # N is a nondecreasing sequence of real numbers
and (vn)n # N is an H-complete and H-orthogonal sequence such that for every
n # N, +n is a proper value of a and un is a proper vector of a corresponding
to +n , then +n=*n for every n # N.
(4) Let k # N and for j # N with j<k let +j be a proper value of a and
vj be a corresponding proper vector. Then there exists vk # V"[0] such that
(vk , vj) =0, for j=1, ..., k&1 (3.1)
and
a(vk , vk)|vk | 2=min[a(u, u)|u| 2 | u # V"[0],
(u, vj) =0, j=1, ..., k&1]. (3.2)
Whenever vk # V"[0] satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) then +k :=a(vk , vk)|vk | 2 is a
proper value of a and vk is a corresponding proper vector.
(5) Whenever (+n)n # N is a sequence of real numbers and (vn)n # N is an
H-orthogonal sequence in V"[0] such that for every k # N:
+k=a(vk , vk)|vk |=min[a(u, u)|u| 2 | u # V"[0],
(u, vj) =0, j=1, ..., k&1],
then for every n # N, +n=*n and vn is a proper vector of a corresponding
to +n . K
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in RN and u # H1(RN)
such that u=0 a.e. in RN"D. Then u | D # H 10(D).
Proof. Although this result is known and follows from trace theory, it
is not easy to come by a proof in the literature. The quickest way is to
follow the proof of the existence of traces of functions in H1(D) (see e.g. the
proof of [1, A 5.7, pp. 190192) to show that under the present assump-
tions u | D=0. This implies the lemma since elements of H 10(D) are
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exactly those elements of H1(D) whose trace is zero (see e.g. [1, A 5.11,
p. 196). K
We can state the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.4. Assume the following hypotheses:
(1) 0/RN is a bounded domain and D/RN is a Lipschitz domain
with D /0. Given a function u defined on D, ut denotes the trivial extension
of u to 0.
(2) b, bk : 0  R, k # N, are continuous functions and ;k , k # N are
positive real numbers. Moreover, b(x)>0 for x # 0"D, bk  b uniformly on
0, ;k  , infx # 0, k # N[;k bk(x)]>& and supx # D[;k | bk(x)|]  0.
(3) V is a closed linear subspace of H1(0) such that whenever
u # H 10(D) then u
t # V. V is endowed with the scalar product of H 1(0).
(4) & }&D (resp. & }&) denotes the H 1(D)- (resp. the H1(0)-) norm, | } |D
(resp. | } | ) denotes the L2(D)- (resp. the L2(0)-) norm and ( } , } ) D (resp.
( } , } ) ) denotes the L2(D)- (resp. the L2(0)-) scalar product.
(5) a : V_V  R is a symmetric bilinear form and there are constants
d, C, : # R, :>0, such that, for all u, v # V,
|a(u, v)|C &u& &v&
a(u, u): &u&2&d |u| 2.
Let a : H 10(D)_H
1
0(D)  R be the restriction of a to H
1
0(D). For k # N let
(*kn)n # N be the repeated sequence of proper values of the symmetric bilinear
form ak : V_V  R defined by
ak(u, v)=a(u, v)+;k |
0
bk(x) u(x) v(x) dx
and (ukn)n # N be an L
2(0)-orthonormal sequence of corresponding proper vec-
tors of ak . Moreover, let (+n)n # N be the repeated sequence of proper values
of a .
Then there is an increasing function , : N  N and a sequence (vn)n # N in
H 10(D) such that for every n # N, vn is a proper vector of a corresponding
to +n , the subsequence (*,(k)n )k # N of (*
k
n)k # N converges to +n and the sub-
sequence (u,(k)n )k # N of (u
k
n)k # N converges to v
t
n in V, as k  .
Remark. The forms ak , k # N and a obviously satisfy the hypotheses
of Proposition 3.2 so the sequences (*kn)n # N , k # N and (+n)n # N are well-
defined. Moreover, note that whenever the sequences (bk)k # N and (;k)k # N
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 then so do the subsequences
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(b,(k))k # N and (;,(k))k # N , where , : N  N is an arbitrary increasing func-
tion.
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 for every n # N,
*kn  +n as k  .
Proof of the carollary. Suppose the corollary does not hold. Then, using
the remark following Theorem 3.4 and passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that there is an m # N and an =>0 such that
|*km&+m |=, for all k # N.
But then no subsequence of (*km)k # N can converge to +m , a contradiction
to the statement of Theorem 3.4. K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Using the remark following Theorem 3.4 together
with induction and Cantor diagonal procedure, we easily see that
Theorem 3.4 follows from Lemma 3.6 below. K
Lemma 3.6. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4. In addition, suppose
that m # N and for every l # N with l<m there is a vl # H 10(D) such that vl
is a proper vector of a corresponding to +l , *kl  +l and u
k
l  v
t
l in V, as
k  .
Then there is an increasing function , : N  N and a vm # H 10(D) such that
vm is a proper vector of a corresponding to +m , the subsequence (*,(k)m )k # N
of (*km)k # N converges to +m and the subsequence (u
,(k)
m )k # N of (u
k
m)k # N con-
verges to vtm in V, as k  .
Proof. Define # # R by
&#= inf
k # N
x # 0
[;kbk(x)].
It follows that
*km=ak(u
k
m , u
k
m)a(u
k
m , u
k
m)&#: &u
k
m&
2&d&#>&d&#. (3.3)
By Proposition 3.2 there exists w # H 10(D) with
|w|D=1, (w, vl) D=0 for l=1, ..., m&1
and such that
+m=a(w, w) |w| 2D
=min[a(u, u) |u| 2D | u # H
1
0(D)"[0], (u, vl) D=0, l=1, ..., m&1].
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Let
!k :=wt& :
m&1
l=1
(wt, ukl )u
k
l , k # N.
It follows that !k # V, k # N. By our assumptions, !k  wt in V as k  .
In particular, |!k|  1. Thus for all k large enough
*kmak(!
k, !k) |!k| 2=a(!k, !k) |!k| 2+\;k |0 bk !k!k dx+< |!k| 2
=a(!k, !k) |!k| 2+\;k |D bk !k!k dx+<|!k| 2
+\;k |0"D bk !k!k dx+< |!k| 2. (3.4)
Now
a(!k, !k) |!k| 2  a(wt, wt) |wt| 2=a(w, w) |w| 2D=+m ,
}\;k |D bk!k!k dx+<|!k| 2 }supx # D [;k |bk(x)|]  0, for k  ,
and, since wt#0 on 0"D, we obtain from the definition of !k
;k |
0"D
bk !k!k dx = :
m&1
j, l=1
(wt, ukj )(w
t, ukl ) ;k |
0"D
bkukj u
k
l dx.
Now, by our assumptions,
;k |
0
bk ukj u
k
l dx=*
k
j (u
k
j , u
k
l )&a(u
k
j , u
k
l )  +j(vj , vl) D&a(vj , vl)=0.
Since
;k |
D
bk !k!k dx  0
it follows that
;k |
0"D
bk !k!k dx  0.
From (3.3) and (3.4) we now conclude that
&d&#*km+m+=k , k # N, with =k  0. (3.5)
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Thus, passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that
*km  ‘ as k  , where ‘ # R. (3.6)
Now
(((u, v))) :=a(u, v)+d(u, v) , u, v # V,
is a scalar product on V whose corresponding norm _ }_ is equivalent to
& }&. From (3.3) and (3.5) we obtain
(((ukm , u
k
m))) *
k
m+d+#+m+=k+d+#
i.e. the sequence ((((ukm , u
k
m))) )k # N is bounded. Since (V, ((( } , } ))) ) is a
Hilbert space which is compactly included in H we may assume, again
passing to a subsequence if necessary, that there is a vector | # V such that
ukm ( | in (V, ((( } , } ))) ), as k   (3.7)
and
ukm  | in H, as k  . (3.8)
We have
&#;k |
0
bkukmu
k
m dx=*
k
m&(((u
k
m , u
k
m)))+d.
Thus
sup
k # N
;k } |0 bkukm ukm dx }<
so
|
0
bkukm u
k
m dx  0 as k  .
However, by (3.8) and our hypotheses,
|
0
bkukmu
k
m dx  |
0
b|| dx as k  .
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Since b(x)>0 for x # 0"D it follows that |(x)=0 a.e. in 0"D. Let
vm=| | D so |=vtm . Since the trivial extension of | to R
N lies in H 1(RN),
Lemma 3.3 implies that vm # H 10(D). From (3.8) we obtain
|vm |D=|||=1 and (vm , vl) D=0 for l=1, ..., m&1. (3.9)
Now by (3.7),
_|_lim inf
k  
_ukm_ .
Let =>0 be arbitrary. It follows that there is k0 such that
_|_<_ukm _+= for kk0 .
Therefore we obtain, for kk0 ,
+m=min[ a(v, v) |v| 2D | v # H
1
0(D)"[0], (v, vl) D=0, l=1, ..., m&1]
a(vm , vm)=a(|, |)=_|_&d
<_ukm_+=&d=a(u
k
m , u
k
m)+=
=ak(ukm , u
k
m)&;k |
0
bkukmu
k
m dx+=
=*km&;k |
0
bkukmu
k
m dx+=
*km+sup
k # N
x # D
[;k |bk(x)|]+# |
0"D
ukmu
k
m dx+=
+m+=k+sup
k # N
x # D
[;k |bk(x)|]+# |
0"D
ukmu
k
m dx+=. (3.10)
Now
|
0"D
ukmu
k
m dx  0 as k  
so using (3.6), letting k   in (3.10) and then letting =  0 we see that
‘=+m=min[a(v, v) |v| 2D | v # H
1
0(D)"[0], (v, vl)D=0, l=1, ..., m&1]
=a(vm , vm). (3.11)
and
a(ukm , u
k
m)  a(|, |) as k  .
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Thus
(((ukm , u
k
m)))  (((|, |))) as k  . (3.12)
(3.7) and (3.12) imply that
ukm  | in V, as k   (3.13)
Now (3.6), (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13) together with part (4) of Proposi-
tion 3.2 imply the assertions of the lemma. K
4. VECTOR FIELD REALIZATION IN PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
We shall now apply the results of the preceding sections to prove the
vector field realization result alluded to in the Introduction.
Throughout this section let N2 and 0/RN be a bounded domain of
class C2, # with 0<#<1. Let L be a differential operator of the form
Lu= :
N
i, j=1
i (aij ju)+au.
We assume throughout that L is uniformly elliptic and its coefficient func-
tions satisfy aij # C1, #(0 ), i, j=1, ..., N, and a # C #(0 ). Consider the semi-
linear parabolic equation
ut=Lu+ g(x, u, {u), t>0, x # 0
(4.1g)
u(x, t)=0, t>0, x # 0.
Here
g : (x, s, w) # 0 _R_RN [ g(x, s, w) # R
is some nonlinearity.
To study (4.1g) we shall rewrite this problem in a more abstract way. Set
X :=L p(0), for some p>N.
The operator &L with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 0 defines a sec-
torial operator A on X with domain W 2, p(0) & W 1, p0 (0). The operator A
generates the corresponding family X: of fractional power spaces and fixing
: with
(N+ p)(2p)<:<1
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we have that
X:/C1(0 )
with continuous inclusion. Define
X0 :=ker A
and suppose that
n :=dim X01.
Let P be the L2(0)-orthogonal projection of X onto X0 . Fix an arbitrary
L2-orthonormal basis ,1 , ..., ,n of X0 and write
,(x) :=(,1(x), ..., ,n(x)).
Note that the assignment
Q : Rn  X0 , Q! :=! } ,= :
n
i=1
!i,i
is a linear isomorphism.
For m # N0 let C mb (R
n, Rn) be the set of all maps
h : Rn  Rn
such that for all 0km the Fre chet derivative Dkh exists and is con-
tinuous and bounded on Rn.
C mb (R
n, Rn) is a linear space which becomes a Banach space when
endowed with the norm
|h|m := sup
y # Rn
sup
0km
|Dkh( y)|Lk((Rn)k, Rn).
Furthermore, let Ym be the set of all functions
g : (x, s, w) # 0 _R_RN [ g(x, s, w) # R
such that for all 0km the Fre chet derivative Dk(s, w) g exists and is con-
tinuous and bounded on 0 _R_RN.
Ym is a linear space which becomes a Banach space when endowed with
the norm
| g|m := sup
(x, s, w) # 0 _R_RN
sup
0km
|Dk(s, w) g(x, s, w)|Lk((R_RN )k, R) .
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For g # Ym the formula
g^( y)(x) := g(x, y(x), {y(x)), y # X:, x # 0
defines the Nemitski operator
g^ : X:  X
of class C mb . We can rewrite problem (4.1g) in the form
y* =&Ay+ g^( y). (4.2g)
For u0 # X: a solution of (4.2g) on ]0, T[ (where T # ]0, ]) through u0 is,
by definition, a continuous map u : [0, T[  X with u : ]0, T[  X differen-
tiable, u(t) # dom A for t # ]0, T[, t  g^(u(t)) # X is locally Ho lder con-
tinuous on ]0, T[, a0 | g^(u(s))| ds< for some a # ]0, T] and
u* (t)+Au(t)= g^(u(t)), for all t # ]0,T[.
For every g # Y1 and u0 # X: there is a maximal T(u0) # ]0, ] and a
unique solution u( } , u0) of (4.2g) on ]0, T(u0)[ through u0 . Writing
6(t, u0) :=u(t, u0), t # ]0, T(u0)[
we obtain a local semiflow 6 = 6g on X:, so concepts like that of a
solution on an arbitrary interval /R or that of an invariant set are well
defined.
Now let Y and Y be arbitrary Banach spaces and 6 (resp. 6 ) be a local
semiflow on Y (resp. Y ). We say that 6 imbeds in 6 if there is an imbedding
4 : Y  Y such that whenever I is an interval in R and z : I  Y is a solution
of 6 then 4 b z : I  Y is a solution of 6. (Here by imbedding we mean that
4 is injective, of class C1, 4&1: 4(Y )  Y is continuous, and for every
y~ # Y , D4( y~ ) is injective and its image splits, i.e. admits a topological com-
plement.) In this case, M :=4(Y ) is a C 1-submanifold of Y which is
invariant relative to the local semiflow 6 and 6 restricted to M is
‘isomorphic’ to the local semiflow 6 . We are particularly interested in the
case where Y=X:, 6=6g for some nonlinearity g, Y :=Rn and 6 is
generated by an ordinary differential equation
!4 =h(!), ! # Rn (4.3h)
where h : Rn  Rn is locally Lipschitzian. If 6 imbeds in 6 (via the imbedding
4) then we say the PDE (4.2g) realizes the vector field h : Rn  Rn (via the
imbedding 4 on the invariant manifold M=4(Rn)). In this case the
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qualitative behavior of the ODE is completely simulated by the corre-
sponding PDE (restricted to the invariant manifold M ). An important
candidate for the manifold M is given by the (global) center manifold:
The global center manifold Mc of (4.2g) is, by definition, the set of all
u0 # X: for which there exists a solution u : R  X: of (4.2g) satisfying
u(0)=u0 and such that sup t # R |(I&P)u(t)| X:<. Obviously, the global
center manifold of (4.2g) is an invariant set for the local semiflow defined
by that equation. We call an imbedding 4 : Rn  X: canonical if
P4(!)=Q! for all ! # Rn. It follows from the center manifold theory that
for g # Y1 with | g| 1 small there is a canonical imbedding 4 : Rn  X : such
that 4(Rn) is the global center manifold of (4.2g).
Let us recall the following fundamental concept:
Definition 4.1. We say that the operator L satisfies the Pola c ik condi-
tion on 0 if dim ker A=N+1 and for some (hence every) basis ,1 , ...,
,N+1 of ker A, R(x)=% 0 for some x # 0, where
,1(x) {,1(x)
R(,1 , ..., ,N+1)(x) :=det \ b b + , x # 0.,N+1(x) {,N+1(x)
Remark. We have n=N+1 in case the Pola c ik condition holds. One
can also define a (weaker and less interesting) version of the Pola c ik condi-
tion with n=N (cf. [19]).
The following result is essentially proved in [16]:
Theorem 4.2. Let the coefficient functions aij , i, j=1, ..., N, and a of the
differential operator L be analytic on 0 and let L satisfy the Pola c ik condi-
tion on 0.
Then there is a $1>0 such that for every h # C 1b(R
N+1, RN+1) with
|h|C1b<$1 there is a nonlinearity g= gh # Y1 with the property that
equation (4.2g) realizes the vector field h on an invariant manifold
M=Mh via an imbedding 4=4h : RN+1  X: of class C1. If in addition
h # C mb (R
N+1, RN+1) then gh can be chosen such that gh # Ym and the
imbedding 4h : RN+1  X: is of class C m.
Proof. The proof of [16, Theorem 2] goes through in the present case
since that proof uses only:
(1) the fact that the operator Lu=2u+a(x)u considered there has
analytic coefficients and satisfies the Pola c ik condition on 0=B1(RN);
(2) that 0 is connected.
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(The connectedness of 0 is needed in the proof in [16, Lemma 4] although
this is not mentioned there.) Note that we use slightly different notation
here: in particular, we define
g(x, z)= f (x, z)&a(x)s, z=(s, w) # RN+1 (4.4)
and our definition of Ym is identical to the one given in [19] but is dif-
ferent from the one used in [16]. K
It was not realized in [16] that, for $1 small enough, the manifold M in
the above theorem is actually the global center manifold of (4.2g), although
the imbedding 4, in general, is not the canonical imbedding:
Theorem 4.3. Let the coefficient functions aij , i, j=1, ..., N, and a of the
differential operator L be analytic on 0 and let L satisfy the Pola c ik condi-
tion on 0.
Then there is a $1>0 such that for every h # C 1b(R
N+1, RN+1) with
|h|C1b<$1 there is a nonlinearity g= gh # Y1 with the property that equation
(4.2g) realizes the vector field h on the global center manifold Mc=Mch of
(4.2g) via a (not necessarily canonical) imbedding 4=4h : RN+1  X: of
class C1. If in addition h # C mb (R
N+1, RN+1) then gh can be chosen such that
gh # Ym and the imbedding 4h : RN+1  X: is of class C m.
Proof. Theorem 4.2 implies the present theorem provided that we prove
the following
Claim. For $1>0 sufficiently small the imbedding 4 constructed in the
proof of [16, Theorem 2] is an imbedding onto the global center mani-
fold of (4.2g).
To prove this claim let us use the notation of [16]. The imbedding 4 is
constructed in the form
4(!)(x)=8(x) } !+1(!)(x), ! # RN+1, x # 0
with 1=1h : RN+1  X: of class C 1 (and of class C m if h # C mb (R
N+1, RN+1))
and satisfies the estimate
sup
! # RN+1
( |1h(!)|X:+|D1h(!)|L(RN+1, X:)C |h| C1b , h # C
1
b(R
N+1, RN+1),
(4.5)
with some constant C independent of h # C 1b(R
N+1, RN+1). Now (4.4) and
the definition of the function f given in the proof of [16, Theorem 2]
implies that
gh  0 in Y1 as |h| C1b  0.
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Thus the center manifold theorem implies that for $1 small enough and
|h| C1b<$1 the global center manifold Mc=Mch of (4.2gh) is given by
Mc=4c(RN+1),
where
4c=4ch : RN+1  X:
is the canonical center manifold imbedding. Fix such an h and let g := gh .
For ! # RN+1 let t # R [ !

(t) be the solution of (4.2g) through !. Then
P4h(!

(t))=P1h(!

(t))
so by (4.5) t [ P4h(!

(t)) is bounded in X:. This implies that 4(!) # Mch
so
Mh/Mch .
Since 4ch is the canonical imbedding
4&1ch b 4h(!)=!+Q
&1P1h(!), ! # RN+1.
If |h| C1b is small enough then (4.5) implies that the map ! # R
N+1 [
Q&1P1h(!) # RN+1 is a contraction so 4&1ch b 4h : R
N+1  RN+1 is surjec-
tive. This immediately implies that
Mh#Mch .
The proof is complete. K
Theorem 4.4. Let 0/RN be an arbitrary bounded domain of class C2, #,
0<#<1. Then there is a polynomial function c : RN  R such that the dif-
ferential operator
Lu=2u+c(x)u
with zero boundary conditions satisfies the Pola c ik condition on 0.
Proof. For every function c : RN  R such that c | 0 is continuous
define the linear operator A=Ac : H2(0) & H 10(0)  L
2(0) by
Au=&2u&cu, u # H 2(0) & H 10(0).
The operator Ac is well-defined and the pair (H, Ac) is R-admissible, where
H :=L2(0).
The assertion of the theorem is equivalent to the following statement:
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There is a polynomial function c : RN  R such that
(P) dim ker Ac=N+1 and for every basis ,1 , ..., ,N+1 of ker Ac ,
R(x)=% 0 for some x # 0, where
,1(x) {,1(x)
R(,1 , ..., ,N+1)(x) :=det \ b b + , x # 0.,N+1(x) {,N+1(x)
We shall prove the theorem in 3 steps.
1. step. Suppose that 0 is the unit ball. It was proved in [16] that
there is an analytic function c : RN  R such that (P) is satisfied. Moreover,
there is a basis of ker Ac given by functions
,k(x)=
w( |x| )
|x|
xk , x # 0, k=1, ..., N
and
,N+1(x)=v( |x| ), x # 0,
where w, v : R  R are analytic functions such that
w(0)=0, w$(0){0, v(0){0 and v$(0)=0. (4.6)
We claim that
the functions ,j ,k , 1 jkN+1, are linearly independent.
In fact, let \jk , 1 jkN+1, be real numbers with
:
1 jkN+1
\jk,j,k#0
Evaluating this expression at x=0 and using (4.6) we obtain
\N+1, N+1=0. Thus
w( |x| )2
|x| 2
:
1 jkN
\jkxjxk
#&
w( |x| )v( |x| )
|x|
:
1 jN
\j, N+1xj for x{0.
Since
w( |x| )2
|x| 2
{0 and
w( |x| )v( |x| )
|x|
{0 for |x| small,
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it follows that
} :
1 jN
\j, N+1xj }=o( |x| ) for x  0.
However, this implies that \j, N+1=0 for j=1, ..., N. Hence
:
1 jkN
\jkxjxk#0
which immediately implies that \jk=0 if 1 jkN. The claim is proved.
2. step. Let 0 be an arbitrary ball, i.e. 0=Br(x0) for some r>0,
x0 # RN. The transformation x [ (x&x0)r maps the operator 2u+cu on
the unit ball onto the operator 2u+c^u on Br(x0), every eigenvalue * (and
the corresponding eigenfunction ,) of the former operator being mapped to
the eigenvalue *r2 (and , being mapped to the corresponding eigenfunc-
tion , ) of the latter operator. Here, c^(x)=(1r2)c((x&x0)r) and , (x)=
,((x&x0)r). Writing c, , instead of c^, , we thus conclude from 1 step
that:
There is an analytic function c : RN  R such that (P) is
satisfied with 0=Br(x0). (4.7)
There is a basis of ker Ac given by functions ,1 , ..., ,N+1
such that the functions ,j,k , 1 jkN+1, are linearly
independent. (4.8)
It is an easy exercise to see that the linear independence condition in (4.8)
is independent of the choice of a basis of ker Ac . Hence we actually have
For every basis ,1 , ..., ,N+1 of ker Ac the functions ,j,k ,
1 jkN+1, are linearly independent. (4.9)
3. step. Let 0/RN be an arbitrary nonempty bounded domain of
class C2, #.
For V :=H 10(0) and b : R
N  R with b | 0 # C0, #(0) define ab : V_
V  R by
ab(u, v)=|
0
{u v{v dx+|
0
buv dx.
Regularity theory of PDEs implies that * is an eigenvalue of Ab and u is
a corresponding eigenvector if and only if * is a proper value of ab and u
is a corresponding proper vector. (In fact, every proper vector of ab lies in
C2, #(0).)
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Let x0 # 0 and r>0 be arbitrary such that
D :=Br(x0)/D /0.
Choose c as in (4.7) and (4.9). Let b : RN  R be continuous and such that
b(x)=0 for x # D and b(x)>0 for x  D. Furthermore, let (;k)k # N be an
arbitrary sequence of positive numbers tending to . Finally, for k # N let
bk : RN  R be an analytic function such that c+;kbk is a polynomial func-
tion and supx # 0 |bk(x)&b(x)|<1k;k . The existence of such a function bk
is obvious.
Let ak :=ac+;kbk and let a be the restriction of ac to H
1
0(D). We are
now in a position to apply Theorem 3.4: For k # N let (*kn)n # N be the
repeated sequence of proper values ak and (ukn)n # N be an H-orthonormal
sequence of corresponding proper vectors of ak . Moreover, let (+n)n # N be
the repeated sequence of proper values of a .
Then, using Theorem 3.4 and passing to a subsequence if necessary we
may assume that there is a sequence (vn)n # N in H 10(D) such that for every
n # N, vn is a proper vector of a corresponding to +n , (*kn)k # N converges
to +n and (ukn)k # N converges to v
t
n in V, as k  . Set p=N+1. Then
(4.7) implies that there are numbers #1 #2 # R, M, ’ # R+ and l # N0 , such
that, setting +0=&, we have
0<#2&#1<M,
+l<#1&4’<#1<0=+l+1=+l+ p<#2<#2+4’<+l+ p+1 .
For h # C0(0 ) let Bh # Lsym(H, H ) be the map
(Bhu)(x)=h(x)u(x), u # H, x # 0.
Note that
|Bh |L(H, H )=|h| C0(0) . (4.10)
Let G be the set of all Bh with h # C0(0). It follows that G is a closed linear
subspace of Lsym(H, H).
Now (4.9) easily implies that the operator T : G  Sp
B [ ((B(vti ), v
t
j ) ) ij
is surjective. By the open mapping theorem there is a %>0 such that
T(B1)#B% .
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For k # N let Tk : G  Sp be the map
B [ ((Buki , u
k
j ) ) ij.
Then Tk  T in L(G, Sp) so by Corollary 2.2
Tk(B1)#B% for k large enough.
Moreover, setting *k0=&, we have
*kl <#1&4’<#1<*
k
l+1*
k
l+ p<#2<#2+4’<*
k
l+ p+1,
k large enough. (4.11)
Let :0=:0( p, M, ’, %) be as in Theorem 2.5. For all large k, there is an
:k>0 such that |*kl+ j |<:k<:0 for j=1, ..., p and :k  0 as k  0. Thus
by Theorem 2.5 (with A :=Ak , +j :=0, *l+ j :=*kl+ j for j=1, ..., p and D
equal to the set of all Bh where h is the restriction of a polynomial function
to C0(0 )) there exists, for each large k, a polynomial function hk : RN  R
such that |hk | C0(0 )<(12)%:k and such that if (* kn)n # N denotes the repeated
sequence of eigenvalues of Ac+hk+;kbk , (u^
k
n)n # N is an H-orthogonal
sequence of the corresponding eigenfunctions and * k0 :=&, then
* kl <#1&3’<#1&’<*
k
l+1*
k
l+ p<#2+’<#2+3’<*
k
l+ p+1 (4.12)
and
* kl+ j=0, j=1, ..., p. (4.13)
Now the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied with bk replaced by
(1;k)hk+bk . Therefore using Theorem 3.4 again and passing to a sub-
sequence if necessary we may assume that there is a sequence (v^n)n # N in
H 10(D) such that for every n # N, v^n is a proper vector of a corresponding
to +n , (* kn)k # N converges to +n and (u^
k
n)k # N converges to v^
t
n in V, as
k  . Since R(v^l+1 , ..., v^l+ p)(x0){0 for some x0 # 0 it follows that
R(u^kl+1 , ..., u^
k
l+ p)(x0){0 for all k large enough. For every such k,
c+hk+;k bk is a polynomial function and (P) holds with c replaced by
c+hk+;k bk . This proves the theorem. K
We can now state the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 4.5. Let N2 and 0/RN be an arbitrary bounded domain of
class C2, #, 0<#<1. Then there is a polynomial function c : RN  R and
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$1>0 such that for every h # C 1b(R
N+1, RN+1) with |h| C1b<$1 there is a
nonlinearity g= gh # Y1 with the property that equation (4.2g) with
Lu=2u+c(x)u
realizes the vector field h on the global center manifold Mc=Mch of (4.2g)
via a (not necessarily canonical) imbedding 4=4h : RN+1  X : of class C1.
If in addition h # C mb (R
N+1, RN+1) then gh can be chosen such that gh # Ym
and the imbedding 4h : RN+1  X: is of class Cm.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.3
and 4.4. K
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